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Since investigations into archaeoastronomy begs 
	

has 
become evident that there is a need to understand 
different types of solar observations have occurred wi 
certain stylistic areas, to better understand what 

	
in 

identifying an archaeoastronomy sites The purpose 

paper is to present some examples of different situations 
commonly occur in Utah. This will help researchers make 
accurate assessment of whether a panel of rock art could 
active solar observation site or not. This problem is 
two-fold: first, determining the potential of a panel 

probable observation post before observing it, and sect 

determining whether the interactions that re observee 

si 	cant. There is actually a third pr lem with 

int::.:sting panels that will only be briefly conside 
ion involves sites as markers not of specific 

peeies but for other dates or purposes. 

CRITERIA TO CONSIDER BEFORE OBSERVATION 

Leonard (persor 	ammunication) who 
experience in cone 	12 with the pc  FeE. 
than I, has suggested a list of 
be present for a site to condo vely convir 
and hard-core astronomer. Othe than the p 
actually depicting the sun or o er astb onomi 
stresses that first, there should be 	adc 
modification or 	 man-made feature. 

modification of the surface casting t' 

specific place to receive a more unique 
	 ght. 

second point he stresses is that there I aul d specified 
starting or ending point for the moveme of the shadow. In 
other words, the light or shadow at s initial appearance or 
dissemination should come into 

	 with a glyph or feature 
that should have an affinity 
	

he sun or solar-related 
mythology, rather than in n 	 unused section of eliff. 
The third point Leonard stresse 

	
that the 	teractio• and 

performance should begin at t 
	

ent of sunrise or end - 
sunset. 
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It must be boted that Lcanar• stresses these points only to 

convince tne hard-corb skeptic. I agree with Leonard that this 

vauld ba an ideeI sioatioe, but how often will this occur? It 

may seem so, bob it is not my purpose to convince those who • 

reute the autherticity or the intention of then. • sites. It is 

my intention to etermind the extremes and types --f 

interactions. If ke consider only the sites t.:-a.: e oeet the 
above qualificatioes we weeeld have to ignore r< :e.: 	all of our 

sites,. While such sites eee more•conclueLee, tnia ancient 

sun-watchers made a great variety of intaractors and 

observational notations. We feel it is cur 	 record all 
the situationspeesible,.analyze types and 	azies and then. 
present this inoematiOn to both public and 	c, ele.efter. 

Theee eee two major factors that help 

likeliht.•xJ of a site as an interacting bab 
typas bf elements present and second, thei 
certain physical features. 

edetermine the 
The first is the 

ationship to 

After viewing many ineeracting panels and stut -y ee, their 

associated glyphs, I 
	

eve certain symbols indicate one of 

three situations® The 
	

st thing that coin: ba indicated is 
the simple presence of' 
	

solar shrine (an , oteervation post 

indicator). The secove thine possibly indieeted is activities 
involved with site use 	(notetiens, narrations or symbols used 

in pessive observations) 	The 	ed thing is actual 

interacting syeaols invo ved wi -  the progressive movement of 
light and shaeoee Thase ere eonsteucts to create unique 
interactions ce - rfoemences at 	•y particular periods of time. 
(an active panel). 

Since soc 	is have solar symbols that have never been 

observed to ieeerece.. end do not seem to have much potential to• 
perform, thee 	 eod possibility that they may simply 

indicate the 	 of a solar observation shrine. There 

are two dif• eeenv. epes of obserVation sites. These solar 

symbols may 	 presence of either a horieonal 
observation pos, 	essei' , site) ce an interacting site (an 

• active site). 	i iG one in which moving foriss of 
light and shadow ceee 	bnco'ncidental contact with features . 
of rock ert at only see ,, ific eioes ef the year. The pre; ane 
of both types of si tas Can be marked by similar types o rack . 

 art. 

Types of symbols most 

are actual symbols represeet 

related to solar activity. In 
rayed circles, concentric .::ine 

spirals, dots, circles or self-elf 
rising snakes, joined trig 

ihdicative of obServation si 
sun itself or concepts 

- eh, these often consist of 
dot-centered circles, 

with multiple divisions, 

e circles, snakes attached to ear, 
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anthropomorphs, 	Anb. 
short lines or 
regionally diagnostic 

crescents, 	 , rows 
ents (Fig. 	 Some 	 .thesE 

.le others are universal. 

	

The second situation represented by non-inte 	ctinc 	itsoi 
seems to have to do with "site usage". This includes things 
such as possible observer identification, clan 	roue 
affiliation, numbers of observations. vis 'cation- inei 
arithmetic calculations, associate 	iicaI flan 
related information that is not di 	 nvolve,  
actual interaction, but may pertain tD the even . 

 with or celebrated at that time (Fig. 2). 

The third thing is actual interactin 
wide range, from a simple circle to a human 

symbol at a site to many interacting symhole 

situations. Whatever the signs or symbc 

specific placement in different kinds 

of interactions vary. This makes some 

impressive and significant and other 	 ouvleu 

result, there are those which are questionable--and  

problem in determining some sites as a shrine invol ved 

calculating and observing solar movement (Fig.3). 

In some cases "site usage" or "calculation mai. 

brought into interaction. They can also be involv( 

periodical, sequential interaction ticki 

specific time. Then the next, a little ate 

until the date of Solstice of Equinox or a p 

before or after. I am now noticing interact 

intended cads shortly before ar 

event. 	is type of situation could p 

ceremonial preparation before 	ever 

This, at the moment is still being inN 

	

ae! 
	 ctions at 

features. 

	

tction an 	 to the so] 

esence o 	 at has uniqu 

or differel 	 rogression fr 

the year. Some o 	physical feat 
indicate that interee .ons will pro 
the extremely obvious to the very 

tors of inter 

a poi rite 

ansbury Island 

very obvioee ndi 

our-face. the 
,ha 
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Another type of obvious indicator for active panels is the 

placement of a glyph directly below a natural slot in an 

overhanging cliff. At the Barrier Canyon Style site in Indian 
Creek there is a large cleft in the cliff directly above the 
right circle® On May 6, August 7, the cross-quarter date 
marking half way between Equinox and Summer Solstice a shaft of 
li ght should fail across this circle making it a triple 
performer. On Muddy Creek there are two examples of this 
situation. On one panel there is an inverted triaeAe and a 
concen 	circle, a combination of symbols repe ted at 
Stansb 	Island and Indian Rock. The other panel has a 
scratcneu triangle that conforms to the shape of light (Fig. 
6). 

edgE 	' the Saga Rap 	 ere is a 

- amatic Ear 	 3nyor. 	.hum e placed under a 	that 
- oduces a 	 i light that moves up to ne 	 's mouth 
id then retrea 

	
back down on August 7 (Fig. 

Some L 	 1. aced in a 	' ion so th 
	

elves 
• actual l 	 a l location of the appearance o 

di sapped 	 sun or mark the place to observe this® 
These ar 	stye horizonal observation markers. The most 
obvious 	 ch or ar-ojection at an Julmle above the glyph® 

Near Mop 	 ail of a spiral pcei nts 	 prominent 
narrow 	 e tom of t 	ifs 	 errs on 

-reek, 

The 

SO mai' 	e 5 ocaeion to stand 4 
ise 	oanE 	without the pre=_ 
iec .  ins m 	hese, however, 
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eee 
June 2: . was 

boulc 	 one with t 	Double 
Indl 	 or some 	tee 	ff outcroppings 

btan ury Islaee 	 a minute rippl 	ridge in the sur 
casts the shadow. At sites like Gunnison and Elsinore, one 
boulder will cast its shadow onto an adjacent boulder in ways 
that are impossible to predict (Fig. 8). 

In the sites presently known the Lypes of shadow 	 tact 
with ror': art elements most outer ciclude, one: a 
shadow that cups the outside edges of an element 
across the mouth of a figure 	'g- 93 two, a line b ig  
intersecting predetermined points 	 more elem  
10); three, a unique shape of light pt 	 disappi 
transforming shape (Fig.11); four, there also the ha,.-aient 
of a line of shadow that can reae ,-,  a spec..i c poi nt marked by 
rock art and then retreat. 

The e panels must be observed n be 	mor ng 
afternoon. The panel may interae* t 	Ly or of these ti 
or possibly both. The panel m 	 cab . ved at each 
appropriate time of the year for 	 interaction. If 
nothing happens on the prime quarters 	the year and it 
still felt to be a solar interactor it should be watched on the 
cross-quarter dates which are the beginning dates of 	e other 
months of the solar calendar (Fig. 12). Panels shout also be 
watched several days to a week before and t r to be 
complet 	 incing. These panels may on y perfor its d 	g 
one per 	 t y do , the divergence 	the hadows 	een 

each of s to convince theskeptic off= the f 	that 

*here t 	 Aims do not 	 iy. 

	

lral s 	 n-spedfi 	 , 	:ludi 

	

-cr€ 	 . 	 ou 	 fee- 	 her 
reasons. in 
preparation, cc 
in the social c 
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during Summee Solstice ,  rise far en 
edge. So it seems it cceld have been 
at e- 	times of the yeae, 	eeeee: 
may 	.=e been placed the. 
iet ,  - .lion since that i 
reace and maintain its tri  

7evis Creee, however, 
of en 	-set 
reeeon 

nes 	eemonstrates the 

een though it does not 
eent, it shows that its usage 

oeal. At to .. 	site' a epiral is attached to the top 

diseue•ed 	 • initial presentation of this site. Tc e 

eeeeteen 	 ed both relationships be intentional?" If the 

eeee. ees eeepeeee curing Summer 	lstice, then the Equinox one 

weted seee eelree nrA. Yet, from; ::several sites, especially 

the earrer Ceeee 	 ->i to in 7,neen Creek, panels show 

complex siteetien i it difficult to determine the exact 
sequence in the syeboe'e c structLicA. The left circle at the 
Indian Creek aarrier Ceneon_ Style eite must have been observed 
eeveral times durine the year beeeee the final composition was 
censtructed (Fig.14). Wbir. •eee of these are, others are not 
ae convincing as they ehoule ee to prove that the less 
eenvincing interaction was :,etentional. 

et Indian Rock on Equinox the ehaeow transforms from a 
vertieee line biseceing the dot-centeeeeecircle whose point 
eeil' 	 central dot (Fig. lee:e.. Yet during ::::;Ammer 

eiffereet triangle of lie- et e -eves up to touch the 

of the same circle (Fig. lte) 	The dot had to have 

been p ezeJ on the 	 durine 	 While the diameter of 
the circle 	placed et Equinox may not have been the right 
size or 	t e exact peeltion to have the triangle of light 

to touch its bottom 

dual performer observed 

eelous the outside circle 

erage of the Solstice 

eeint the triangle will 

The problem of the cent. 	 alignment  
illustrated by the Recesse 
	

panels ee,c g 
Winter Solstice, where all 
second inside .sings (Fig 16). 	 s type ce 	nment 
was not conedaeed to be the u ee creciei or the most 
significant peseible. It is felt that at another time there 
may be a cent: --to-center alignment.:- 

of a 
	

- eetec circle, On this a line is scratched from the 
centee 
	

iral down to the left edge of the first inside 
ring o 
	

-entric circle (Fig. 17a). One of the afternoon 
angles of 
	

Summer Solstice cuts through the center 
of the uppee 
	

touches the right edge of the inside 
ring on the ee 
	

'-cle, thus making the exact opposite 
alignment ce 
	

etteed line (Fig. 17b). This is an 
extremely uniee 
	

ieportent alignment, demonstrating that a 
center-to-a-non-center 	esi!ene was iopeetent. Mow the 
Recessed and Black Circle perels are considered to be more 
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One thing that must be realized is that from all over, each 
panel is the result of different individuals, each taking 
advantage of the format c. r k surface and the eiffering 

movements of shadow 
	 nreate different forme c light 

between the extreme 
	

the year. Some inaeeduals 

created the simplest . 
	 actions, knowing that seeit 

ion would suffi 	ly mark a specific period of ti mi  

for 	 It takes us years of observation to become famili 

with 	 uliarities of shadow movement at a site Some o 

be fee 	_ while some seem so menial as to be questionab 

except ss..  the fact that ::::shadows differ enc 	from period 

period that it is possible to mark seasonal 	ent. i am row 

of the opinion that they looked for the mop;:. 	 situa 

for shadow movement, but settled for differ 	 a 

impressiveness, depending on what features 	 lable 

their area. Now sophisticated the interaction 	be no only 
depends on the imagination, experience and background of le 
sun-watcher but on the chance finding of a more unique 	mht 

and shadow formation which would occur at the proper tio 

Those who have been ske te 	of solar sites and 

challenge whether light moveeeee across glyphs can be 

significant are admitting theee unfamiliarity with this 

phenomenon and ignorance of the evidence. Others only ga  question 

those sites which are not as convincing. What is needed to 

satisfy the skeptic is more of the spectacular, unquestionable 

interactions like Phil Leonard suggests. Since these are rare, 

we need enough observations throughout the year to document the 

differences in shadow forms on less convincing panels. It must 

be stressed that the ancient eun-watchers never create- these 
panels to convince us that they were astute a 	omers. They 
likely only had a desire to mark time and cor nue mythi 

traditions. 	These glyphs and the contexts i which 	 :cur 

are important aspects of 	srtist's inte 

determine an important• 	pert of their socia] 

lacking in the archaeological record. Tt 

of 	to observe and record will make i 

behavior and the amount of time they spec 	 these c cerns 

more understandab] 

The important fact is that downgraders of solar interacting 

sites have a more difficult time disproving sites as 

coincidental. Even though enthusiastic observations carry he 
risk of exaggeration, only those who take the chance will ever 

gain a complete understanding. Only those with enthusiasm 

toward rock art will ever make such discoveries. Any 

ldvancement in learning comes from filling needs and voids in 
what we think we know. To completely understand any culture we 
need to know how they were involved in observing seasonal 
changes and solar movement. It is easy to say 'Why should they 
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have active panels if they had he 
	 f 

we do not look, how can we find c 

We see this need 	the study of rock art and are supply 
cases which will pe evidence to try the validity of 
whether they did o. 	d not use roct, 	 r°5 

observation posts and that will hop 	ly gas 	 tan 
what degree. In doing this we are 
unbiased an attitude a< our prima 
allow. By taking this type of 
will not provide sufficient  ans 
investigation will provide the 	 ence 
satisfactory conclusion. 
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